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Preface
This country report was produced as part of work package 7 – Business Innovation in the project Baltic
Forum for Innovative Technologies for Sustainable Manure management (Baltic Manure). The partners in
WP7 work to ensure that the knowledge generated in the project is communicated to the companies
working in this business area and to mediate opportunities for business cooperation and innovation in
manure management technologies. Among other things, this is done by arranging B2B events, seminars and
field visits for companies and providing a Business Forum on the Baltic Manure website, where the reports
from the project are presented and where the companies can present their own technologies.
The report was produced in cooperation with the Innovation Network for Biomass, which is a state funded
network for companies and technology developers working with biomass and nutrient recycling in
Denmark. The Innovation Network for is driven with funds from the Danish Ministry of Science, Technology
and Innovation.
The purpose of this country report is to give a short overview of the current manure management
technologies in Denmark and provide companies with an overview of the support mechanisms and
incentives, which exist to stimulate innovation in manure management technologies. It describes access to
finance, counselling in innovation and entrepreneurship and information on research parks, clusters and
innovation networks.
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1. Introduction
The Danish agricultural sector has for a number of years been subject to relatively strict environmental
regulations compared to other countries in the Baltic Sea Region. This, combined with a strong cooperation
between business and research, has resulted in the development of several technologies targeted towards
manure management. Furthermore, several incentives and initiatives targeted towards environmental
technologies exist in Denmark and this has also had a positive impact on the development of new
innovative technologies for the agricultural sector.
Manure management is an important part of being a farmer in Denmark and the farmers consider manure
as a valuable resource, since optimal storage and distribution can preserve the N and P in the manure,
thereby reducing the costs for the farmers for mineral fertilizer. Each year all farmers have to report their
use of fertilisers on their farm, both manure and mineral fertilisers, to the Danish AgriFish Agency. This is
required in order to make sure that the applied amounts of fertilizer do not exceed the allowed amounts
according to plant cover and nutrient surplus.
The strict regulations and a continued focus on optimal usage of manure for fertilizer and bioenergy have
provided a good basis for creating business in manure management in Denmark. As a result several
technologies have been developed and marketed by Danish companies and funding incentives have been
directed towards these technologies to continue the work with optimal manure management methods.
In 2011 the Danish Government established an independent commission with representatives from
environmental NGO’s and agricultural organisations. The commission was requested to provide suggestions
for solving, among other things, the environmental dilemmas related to agricultural production. In April
2013 the commission published its recommendations and an important part of the recommendations is the
establishment of a new method for evaluating environmental impact of agricultural production, including
disconnecting the current legislative regulation, where the number of allowed animal units depends on the
available acreage.
Instead the regulation of animal production should focus more on the usage of environmental BAT
technologies, thereby rewarding farmers, who use the latest technologies for manure handling, air cleaning
etc. and who therefore reduce the environmental impact of farming. If realized in future legislation, this
will provide an even stronger platform for technology development in manure handling technologies in
Denmark.
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2. General overview of the manure management area in Denmark
2.1 The Political Climate
In Denmark restrictions on storage and distribution of slurry have provided a need for innovation in manure
management technologies. These restrictions are consequences of the high animal density in Denmark,
which is a large producer of slaughter pigs and milk. Furthermore, the structural development goes towards
larger farm units with a higher number of animals. New regulations, which originate in the Water Frame
Directive and the national Green Growth plan from 2009, will also reduce the allowed amounts of nitrogen
and phosphorus, which can be applied to arable land.
In relation to the EU 2020 goals about renewable energy, Denmark intends to use 50% of all livestock
manure for energy purposes by 2020 and at this time 30% of the overall energy consumption should come
from renewable energy sources. Furthermore, the biogas production should be increased. A new
government was chosen in September 2011 and in March 2012 they reached a broad energy agreement
with all parties in parliament, except the Red – Green Alliance.
The new energy agreement describes concrete initiatives in the period 2012 – 2020 and the agreement
supports the EU environmental targets. In 2015 the parties will meet and carry out a midterm evaluation of
the agreement.
2.1.1 Content of the agreement related to manure and bioenergy
In 2013 – 2015 2.6 million € are earmarked for promoting strategic energy planning between municipalities
and local businesses. Furthermore, the purpose is to improve the synergies between the state, the regions
and the municipalities in relation to initiatives stimulating the use of bioenergy. Conditions and framework
are also to be analyzed with the purpose of determining, whether the right conditions exist in Denmark for
an efficient and sustainable utilisation of biomass resources in the Danish energy supply.
In relation to the utilisation of renewable energy in the industry, the energy agreement also focuses on
promoting renewable energies for production processes. This is done by establishing funds of 33.6 million €
in 2013 and 67.3 million € annually from 2014 until 2020. The funds are administered as establishment
subsidies for projects, where fossil fuels are replaced with renewable energies or district heating combined
with energy efficiency improvement.
The energy agreement has a concrete focus on biogas and the plans for extending the utilisation of biogas
are ambitious. A new support model has been defined, where the general funding of 10.6 €/GJ is
maintained, but the total achievable funding is 15.5 €/GJ.
The total achievable funding is based on:


The existing funding of 10.6 €/GJ for biogas used in CHP plants continues
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Biogas delivered to the natural gas grid can via the new agreement also achieve the 10.6 €/GJ in
basic funding
A new basic funding of 5.3 €/GJ is established for biogas utilised for production processes and
transport
The funds for establishment of new plants are increased from 20% to 30% in 2012
A funding of 3.5 €/GJ is introduced for all utilisation of biogas, however, the funding will decrease
with increasing natural gas prices, so when the natural gas price increases 0.13 €/GJ, the funding
for biogas decreases with the same amount.
Furthermore, a general funding is available for utilisation of biogas, the funding amounts to 1.3
€/GJ and will decrease with 0.27 €/GJ annually from 2016 to 0 €/GJ in 2020.

The regulation is changed, so that biogas plants can choose between a fixed feed in tariff or electricity price
supplement and the municipally owned natural gas companies get the opportunity to engage in biogas
activities in addition to their other commercial activities.
To secure the continued expansion and utilisation of biogas towards 2020, a task force is going to be
established, which should study and support concrete biogas projects. In case of too little progress in the
number of biogas projects in the years 2012 – 2013, the parties will discuss in 2014 other possibilities to
promote extended use of biogas. 1.3 million € are earmarked for the task force from 2012 to 2015.
The already existing biogas task force, which is direct assistance to municipalities, project planners etc. with
planned or concrete biogas projects, will continue and the funding for this will be 1.8 million € in the years
2012 – 2015.

2.2 The technologies
In Denmark there is a relatively broad array of technologies and methods to reduce ammonia emissions
and nutrient leaching from animal production. They can be divided into five main areas: Biogas production,
separation, acidification, cooling and distribution technologies. The short descriptions will be based on the
Best Available Technology (BAT) list from the Danish Ministry of Environment. From January 1st 2013, new
technologies have to be VERA certified to be on the BAT list.
2.2.1 Biogas production
Despite the fact that Denmark has been a pioneer in biogas production, this position has been taken over
by Germany and many biogas plants in Denmark have until now been struggling to survive due to low feedinn tariffs. However, with the new energy agreement, the hope of the industry is that biogas business will
increase in the coming years. Furthermore, a report from February 2012 describing alternative fuels in the
Danish transport sector concludes that the largest reduction in CO2 is achieved with vehicles driven by
electricity and biogas. Moreover, seen from a socio – economic perspective vehicles driven by electricity,
biogas and natural gas are cheapest. In the table below is a comparison of the number of biogas plants in
Denmark and the other countries surrounding the Baltic Sea.
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Table 1: Anaerobic treatment of livestock manure distributed on member states (Foged, 2011)
Member
Farm size
Small/medium Large
Livestock
Livestock
State
installations
installations
installations
manure &
manure, 1000 t
<50,000 t/year >50,000 t/year other*, 1000 t
Denmark
57
19
4712
3534
Estonia
1
40
30
Finland
9
1
164
164
Germany
3800
58500
27495
Latvia
8
8
240
240
Lithuania
1
54
54
Poland
3
2
2
337
252
Sweden
7
2
106
61
Total
3884
13
23
64153
31830
* Livestock manure and other includes by – products and previously separated manure fractions
Compared to the other manure handling technologies in Denmark, biogas production gets more attention
in the public debate, probably because it could be one of the solutions for reaching the EU 2020 goals in
relation to energy efficiency and reduction of CO2 emissions. According to the Green Growth plan from
2009, the Danish municipalities are obliged to include locations for future biogas plants in their municipal
plans in 2013. Many municipalities have already begun this work and the government has pointed out a
biogas task force, which is available for assistance to the municipalities, from the initial phases with
preliminary studies to the contact to national authorities and the final stages of the process.
2.2.2 Separation
Separation has been used in Denmark for a number of years. Separation plants range from stationary units
to mobile units and mechanical separation to high-tech separation units, where the manure is separated
into water and two to three liquid fractions with a high content of nutrients. Furthermore, there is the
possibility to separate degassed manure and research is progressing on pressing the fibre fraction into
pellets and using them as biofuel. Below is an overview of estimated numbers of separation units in
Denmark and other countries surrounding the Baltic Sea.
Table 2: Activities concerning livestock manure separation in the countries surrounding the Baltic Sea
(Foged, 2011)
Country
Farm size
Small/medium Large
Livestock
Livestock
installations
installations
installations
manure and
manure, 1000 t
<50,000 t/year >50,000 t/year other*, 1000 t
Denmark
79
2
3
1179
816
Finland
31
61
61
Germany
106
1585
Total
216
2
3
2825
877
* Livestock manure and other includes by – products
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The cost for an efficient high-tech separation unit is relatively high, when considered on farm level.
However, the use of a larger mobile unit, which can process manure from several farms, can be a good
alternative to bringing down the costs. Separation furthermore gives the possibility to transport for
example the P – rich fraction to areas, where there is P – deficiency in the soil.
2.2.3 Acidification
Acidification of slurry is a well known technology in Denmark and the developed technologies are used on
field level during distribution in the stable and in the slurry tank. All three technologies benefit from the
fact that the NH3 is converted into NH4+, when the pH of the slurry is lowered, thus reducing the emissions of NH 3
from the manure.

According to legislation decided in 2007 with effect from 1st of January 2011, there is a requirement for
slurry injection in black soil and grass fields. This legislation was introduced to reduce the emissions from
animal production and distribution of slurry on agricultural fields. This provided an incentive for companies
to develop new technologies to reduce NH3 emissions. Below is an overview of the numbers of units in
operation in Denmark according to the producers of the three technologies.
Technology
Acidification at field distribution
Acidification at stable
Acidification at tank level

Denmark
51 units
+ 50 units
25 units

Other countries
4 units

Acidification of slurry combined with trail hose distribution was added to the technology list of the Danish
Ministry of the Environment after scientific research had shown significant reductions in NH3 equal to the
reductions obtained when the slurry was injected into the soil. With this technology sulfuric acid is added
to the slurry seconds before application on the field. Due to the research results, this resulted in approval
of this technology as an alternative to slurry injection, which increases fuel consumption and work hours
compared to drip hose distribution. The majority of these units are sold to agricultural contractors.
Another focus area for NH3 emissions is from animal housing systems. Especially in sensitive nature areas,
such as Natura 2000 areas, there is a requirement for zero NH3 emissions from newly established animal
production sights. This is a challenge for most animal housing systems, since there is a large degree of
evaporation from the slurry channels in the stables.
This problem was partially solved when a unit for acidification of slurry at housing level was developed.
With this technology sulfuric acid is added to the slurry in the process tank and a portion of the acidified
slurry is returned to the slurry channels in the housing system, thus lowering the pH and the rest is
returned to the slurry tank. Because of the combination of reduced NH3 emissions both at housing and field
level this technology has, therefore, been accepted on the list of approved technologies from the Danish
Ministry of the Environment.
Currently 25 units with acidification of slurry at tank level are in operation. This technology is relatively
simple compared to the two acidification technologies listed above and the addition of sulfuric acid is
The project is partly financed by the European Union European Regional Development Fund
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combined with the stirring of the slurry in the tank. According to the producer the pH in 500 m3 of slurry
can be reduced from 7.0 to 5.9 in approximately 10 minutes.
Since all of the acidification technologies mentioned above includes work with sulfuric acid, several
agricultural colleges and other institutions are now offering courses, supplying the course participant with
knowledge about the chemical processes, safety measures and knowledge to optimise the utilisation of
nitrogen and, thereby, reduce the environmental impact.
It is estimated that 10% of the total slurry pool was acidified in 2012 and this is expected to double in 2013.
2.2.4 Slurry cooling
Slurry cooling is primarily used in pig production sites, where the manure is cooled in the slurry channels
and, thereby, ammonia evaporation is reduced. Danish tests have shown an average reduction of 30%
compared to normal slittered floor and slurry channels, but it depends on the cooling effect per m2. Most
often the heat retrieved from the slurry is used to heat stables and the farm house and the costs for
establishment and running, therefore, depend on the possibilities to reuse the heat. The cooling systems
are established by placing cooling hoses in the bottom of the slurry channels, when building or renovating
stables and the cooling hoses are then connected to a heat pump. In January 2009, there were
approximately 300 slurry cooling systems in Denmark.
2.2.5 Slurry injection at distribution
Injection of slurry in grass fields has proven to reduce ammonia evaporation with 25% compared to trail
hose distribution and, thereby, it also reduces the smell at distribution. The reduction in evaporated
ammonia increases the ammonia taken up by the plant and is, therefore, expected to increase output. On
the other hand, the costs for fuel increases since it takes more power to pull the slurry injector compared
to trail hose distribution.
When slurry is injected into the soil it is placed in furrows, which are made by injector teeth or discs and
these are most often placed on an injector boom with a width of between 8 to 12 meters, mounted on the
back of the slurry wagon. The slurry is placed entirely or partially below the soil surface and the furrows are
normally open after injection. The impact of the injection depends on soil type, the moisture level in the
soil and which technology is used.
Apart from injection in grass fields, the slurry can also be injected in black soil and as this is done, when
there is no crop, the soil cultivation almost covers the slurry entirely after placement in the furrow. The
injector teeth cultivates the soil in 10 – 15 cm depth and the slurry is injected into the soil via the injector
tooth, which then covers the furrow again and as a result of this the ammonia evaporation is reduced by
85%. The black soil incorporator boom will typically be about 6 meters wide.
In relation to both technologies mentioned above, there is an increased risk of nitrous oxide/laughing gas
evaporation from the ground, due to the cultivation of the soil. The evaporation of nitrous oxide is
estimated of being twice as high with slurry injection compared to trail hose distribution.
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3. Incentives and support mechanisms for companies and entrepreneurs
within manure management
In Denmark several programs and incentives exist to increase growth for existing companies and
entrepreneurs and the initiatives apply both on national, regional and municipal level. For companies it can
be quite complicated to find the right program, but several multiplier organisations in Denmark offer free
counselling and advice in the effort to increase growth for Danish companies. The following list of initiatives
and incentives is based on info from the webpage www.vaekstguiden.dk, which lists all initiatives on state
level and the most important incentives and initiatives on regional and municipal level.

3.1 Accelerace Invest
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Financial loans on attractive conditions to selected companies, who have
completed the Accelerace program. Loans are targeted towards Proof of Concept,
Proof of Business, cash – break even etc.
Loan or financing worth € 134,500 – 403,500
Entrepreneurs and young companies
The company must have completed the Accelerace program
Application to Accelerace Invest and work hours for making a 10 page strategy plan
together with an Accelerace consultant
€ 7.4 million
Central Denmark Region and the Capital Region of Denmark
http://symbion.dk/en/business-development/accelerace/

3.2 Accelerace Spin-Off
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Acceleration of market entrance for entrepreneur companies through counselling
from experienced consultants 1 – 2 days a week, international training camps and
a network of experts, potential customers and investors
Efficient market introduction of new product
Entrepreneurs
Less than 15 employees
Less than € 670,000 in turnover
Adequate capital to go through with the program
An innovative and unique product with international potential
Product already on the market or less than 12 months from the market
Commitment and one work day per week together with the Accelerace consultant
during the period
Central Denmark Region and the Capital Region of Denmark
http://symbion.dk/en/business-development/accelerace-spin-off/
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3.3 Business Ph.D.
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

With this program companies receives grants for hiring a Ph.D. student, who works
on a research project in the company and his/hers Ph.D. at the university. The
Ph.D. student must work on a project with commercial potential for the company
Access to more complex research, which would otherwise not have been executed
due to lack of resources and which can form the basis for product development and
new business areas
Private companies
The grant is € 1.950 per month during the three years of the Ph.D. project. The
company must supplement this, so it equals the minimum wage for Ph.D. students.
The Ph.D. student must have access to a supervisor in the company.
Apart from the above office space etc.
€ 17 million in 2012
National
http://fivu.dk/en/research-and-innovation/funding-programmes-for-research-andinnovation/find-danish-funding-programmes/postgraduates-in-the-privatesector/industrial-phd?set_language=en&cl=en

3.4 Capital through Guidance
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Knowledge and guidance on how to attract financing to finance company growth.
Companies, who have this challenge, can get funding for consultations with a
capital coach, who can give the company a finance check or assist them in finding
capital
Better possibilities for financial stability during increased company growth, valuable
knowledge on how to attract capital
Companies with concrete growth potential or plans and need for capital
The company must have a capital need of minimum € 135,000
50% co - financing of the expenses for the capital coach, which is maximum € 4000
€ 1.4 million
National
-
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3.5 Cleantech Partnership
The offer

Outcome for the
company

Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Selected entrepreneurs can get assistance in creating partnerships with large
companies, who can help the entrepreneurs enter new markets and create growth.
The cooperation will give access to knowledge, facilities and network.
Cooperation with a large company in the form of access to key staff, office space,
laboratories, advice on upscaling and internationalisation, advice on new
technologies, access to the host company’s global network of sub-suppliers and sales
distribution
Clean – tech entrepreneurs and companies with growth potential
Well – proven business concept, the company must be organised so that it has the
resources to cooperate with a large company and it must be financially sound
The cost to participate is € 670 excl. VAT, and the company must provide resource
persons for the process
No limit
National
http://www.cleantechpartnerskab.dk/english

3.6 The Contact Brokers
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

In cooperation with a contact broker, SME’s in the Central Denmark Region can map
their potential innovation areas, after which the contact broker can mediate
contact to potential new highly educated employees, who can work with
development of the given innovation project
Increased innovation level and increased competences in the company
SME’s in the following municipalities: Ringkoebing – Skjern, Herning, Ikast, Lemvig,
Struer, Holstebro, Viborg and Horsens
The company must be situated in the Central Denmark Region and there must be a
maximum of 250 employees in the company
Work hours and resources
No limit
Regional
http://www.rm.dk/regional+udvikling/v%C3%A6kstforum/indsatsomr%C3%A5der/in
novation+og+forretningsudvikling/innovationsprojekter/markedsplads
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3.7 Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies, who work with clean-tech can get help and assistance with innovation,
national and international matching with potential cooperation partners, access to
test and demonstration facilities and knowledge
Contact to relevant partners, be part of a network, get the most recent information
on initiatives and support incentives, host events and thereby promote the company
Entrepreneurs and already existing companies, researchers and scientists and public
units who work with cleantech
Dependent on which activity the company wishes to access
Currently it is free, but a fee for participation can be expected in the future
€ 19.2 million
National
http://www.cleantechpartnerskab.dk/english

3.8 The Danish National Advanced Technology Foundation
The offer

Outcome for the
company

Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Grants for high – risk investments via the Advanced Technologies Platform, which
can then serve as a springboard for future commercial activities.
Grants for defined projects, which aim to create concrete results and increase the
company’s possibility for improving its market position
Co - financing for Business post doc projects
Access to high risk investments, which in the long term can create new opportunities
for the company
The possibility to create results, which can improve the company’s market position
Access to co – financing for business postdoc positions
Companies
The company must apply in cooperation with at least one public research institution
1/3 of the financing
A total of € 86 million in 2012
National
http://hoejteknologifonden.dk/en/
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3.9 Energy Efficient Transport Solutions
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies can get funding for projects with the purpose of testing transportation
solutions, which are more energy efficient, than the ones already existing. The
solution must contribute to a reduction in CO2 – emissions.
The possibility to test and demonstrate newly developed technologies within the
transport sector
Private companies, authorities and research institutions
The project must contribute to a more energy efficient transport and, thereby,
reduce CO2 – emissions
The technology must have the potential to be used broadly in the transport sector
The applicants must be able to carry out a significant co – financing of the project
Co – financing and resources in the form of key staff and work hours
€ 6.1 million annually until 2014
National
http://www.trafikstyrelsen.dk/DA/Groen-Transport/Forsogspuljen.aspx

3.10 Energy technologies – Development & Demonstration program (EUDP)
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Grants for development and demonstration of new and more energy efficient
technologies, which has the potential to contribute with economic growth and
jobs. The program connects research and business, where project ideas must be
transformed into usable technologies
Scientifically based research and development based on business ideas, targeting
towards an actual demonstration plant/unit
Public or private companies and research institutions
The project must develop and/or demonstrate a new technology based on research
The end product must be innovative and patentable and cover an actual need from
the market
The project is financially competitive and must be close to the market
The applicant must contribute with typically 50% co – financing, dependent on
project participants and how close the project is to the market
€ 50.4 million in 2013
National
http://www.ens.dk/DA-DK/NYTEKNOLOGI/OM-EUDP/Sider/Forside.aspx
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3.11 Green Development and Demonstration Program (GUDP)
The offer
Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Grants for projects, which contribute to a competitive and sustainable food and
non food production and can create economic growth and jobs
Test and development of prototypes
Access to application – oriented research
Demonstration activities
Companies, branch organisations, associations, independent institutions and
research institutions
In the evaluation the focus will be reduction in nitrogen and phosphorus surplus per
hectare or per animal unit and reduction in emission of GHG and other
The size of the grant and the degree of co – financing from the company itself
depends on company type and project activities
€ 22.8 million in 2013
National
http://2.naturerhverv.fvm.dk/gudp.aspx?ID=58163

3.12 Growth guarantee
The offer
Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies can obtain a growth guarantee from Vaekstfonden as a means to
finance business growth.
Easier access to loans which can finance product development, entrepreneurship,
change of ownership
SMEs
The company can have no more than 250 employees and must not have a turnover
larger than € 50 million or a balance sheet total larger than € 43 million
Foundation premium of 2% of the guaranteed amount and an ongoing premium of
1.25%. If the guaranteed loan exceeds € 1,344,870, the company must pay 0.5% at
the foundation of the loan and 1.5% at the end of the guarantee period
No limit
National
http://www.vf.dk/For%20virksomheder/Vaekstgaranti
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3.13 Innovation Consortium
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Access to cooperation in a consortium, which consists of minimum one research
institution and one nonprofit multiplier organization. The consortium must carry
out a project, which should develop and mature research based knowledge to the
advantage of the participating companies
Access to scientific research and knowledge, which is targeted towards future
development of the given company
Companies, research institutions and nonprofit multiplier organisations
Only consortiums can apply and the project has to have a duration of 2 – 4 years
The company must cover their own expenses in connection to the project, since the
funding goes to the participating knowledge institutions
€ 13,4 million in 2013
National
http://fivu.dk/en/research-and-innovation/funding-programmes-for-research-andinnovation/find-danish-funding-programmes/collaboration-between-research-andinnovation/innovation-consortia?set_language=en&cl=en

3.14 The IPR package
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Guidance on how to handle IPR such as patents, brands and design through the
innovation process. Included in the package is a mapping of the company’s need
and possibilities for IPR, assistance for applying for funding for an initial IP – survey
and consultations with an IPR - advisor
Protection of valuable knowledge in the company and increased knowledge and
experience on how to handle IPR
Smaller and new companies growth ambitions and potential. Inventors, for whom
IPR is relevant
Companies, who apply, must have completed consultations with consultants from
Vaeksthuset, which is a national service provider for companies
50% of the financing for an initial IP – survey, if found relevant
Approximately € 202,000 in 2012
National
http://www.dkpto.dk/information/ipr-pakken.aspx
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3.15 Knowledge Pilot
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies with less than 100 employees can get € 1,681 per month in 6 – 12
months for hiring a highly educated employee to work on a concrete project in the
organization
Resources to focus on development projects, which can strengthen the
competitiveness and the growth of the business
Companies with less than 100 employees
The project must have a duration of at least six months
The company must have existed for at least one year at the time of application
There must not be more than two highly educated employees in the organisation
apart from the owner
Apart from the owner the organisation must not have had a person employed for
the previous two years with the same education as the knowledge pilot
As a minimum the knowledge pilot must have a master’s degree
The knowledge pilot must be hired full time and work at the address of the hiring
company
The company must cover the costs, which exceeds the € 1,681 in relation to hiring
the knowledge pilot
€ 3.5 million in 2012
National
http://fivu.dk/en/

3.16 Support Loans for growth
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Knowledge intensive companies, which are in the early stages of development, can
obtain a loan from Vaekstfonden, if they at the same time are receiving capital
from one or several private investors. The loans should range from € 268,976 to €
1,000,000.
Improved access to finance in the early stages of development, which can also prove
to be an advantage when trying to find private investors
Knowledge intensive, young companies
The company must have existed in less than six years and must have no more than
50 employees
The company must receive capital from private investors
Expenses to R&D must amount to at least 15% of the overall expenses for company
operation during the three years prior to the time of application
The company must be solvent
The company must pay a foundation premium of 1% of the loan amount, when the
loan is established. The annual interest rate is 12% and this is reduced to 8% when
repayment begins, provided that the repayment period is four years.
€ 33.5 million
National
http://www.vf.dk/da/for%20investorer/syndikeringslaan
The project is partly financed by the European Union European Regional Development Fund
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3.17 The Market Maturation Fund
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies which are aiming at marketing innovative products or services can
receive grants for test and adaptation of their product or service. Furthermore,
they can apply for a guarantee (80% of the price) for their customers, when selling
a new innovative product.
Faster access to the market and increased possibility for selling products since a
potential customer can gain a guarantee if the product/service fails
Companies with innovative products or services in strong market areas
Innovative product in a strong market
Co – financing of 40 – 60% of the total amount
€ 18.1 million per year in 2013, 2014 and 2015
National
http://www.markedsmodningsfonden.dk/

3.18 Market Maturation of public – private innovation
The offer
Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

SMEs can get funding for projects of shorter duration with the purpose of making
products within the sustainable energy business area market ready
The opportunity to perform test and documentation of new green technologies
SMEs
There must be at least one private and one public partner involved in the project and
the private partner must function as coordinator. The SME must be located in the
Region of Southern Denmark
25% co – financing
€ 2.68 million
Regional
http://vaekstforum.regionsyddanmark.dk/wm261561
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3.19 Midtnet – Business oriented Knowledge cooperation – the Central Denmark Region
& Shanghai
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies can together with public organisations from the Central Denmark
Region participate in networking activities and development projects with
companies and research institutions in Shanghai regarding energy and
environment related technologies.
Co – financing for services provided by research institutions in connection to the
Danish/Chinese development projects (a maximum of € 33,600)
Assistance in finding the right partner in Shanghai
Both companies and research institutions
The company has to be situated in the Central Denmark Region and it must
cooperate with one or more Danish research institutions
The funding is provided for the research institutions, while the company has to
contribute with 50% co-financing and/or work hours and equipment
€ 1.5 million
Regional
http://www.midtnet.com/

3.20 The North Jutland Loan Foundation
The offer

Outcome for the
company

Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Entrepreneurs and young companies in North Jutland with growth potential can
obtain loans at the North Jutland Loan Foundation for innovation and new
development projects. The foundation supports companies in Northern Jutland,
who find it hard to raise capital due to the financial crisis
Access to finance for innovation and development projects and also to research into
new export markets
Newly started companies can loan up to € 202,000
Young companies can loan up to € 673,000, provided that the company in question
can document growth and revenue in the first years of existence
Entrepreneurs and young companies
Development projects which has the potential to create job growth in Northern
Jutland
There must be a maximum of 250 employees and the company must not have
existed in more than five years
The company must be situated in Northern Jutland
Presentation of business plan and time schedule for the development project
50% co-financing
€ 8.1 million
Regional
http://www.nordjysklaanefond.dk/
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3.21 The Innovation Voucher Scheme
The offer

Outcome for the
company

Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Funding directed towards SMEs so they can get access to research and innovation
activities through collaboration with research institutions. Companies can apply for
a basic research coupon or an extended research coupon.
The possibility to do research, which can contribute to strengthening innovation and
growth in the company
The basic research coupon has a maximum value of € 13,449 and the extended
research coupon has a maximum value of € 67,243
SMEs
The company must be an SME and must not receive any other public funding for the
given project
The company must have existed in at least one year at the time of application
If applying for a basic research coupon, the applicant must not have purchased
services at any research institution for more than € 6,720 in the three previous
years, calculated from the time of application
For the basic research coupon, there is a requirement for 60% co – financing of the
costs and for the extended research coupon the share is 75% co – financing
The co – financing can be covered partially or entirely by work hours
€ 3.4 million annually
National
http://fivu.dk/en/research-and-innovation/funding-programmes-for-research-andinnovation/find-danish-funding-programmes/collaboration-between-research-andinnovation/innovation-vouchers/the-innovation-voucher-scheme

3.22 Risoe DTU – from research based knowledge to business growth
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies in the Zealand Region, who work with energy systems and bioenergy,
can access networking activities, researchers and knowledge through this offer.
Risoe DTU initiates matchmaking events, innovation projects and networking with
researchers and other stakeholders relevant for a given company and their
development project.
New research based knowledge, increased network, project development, initiation
of potential new business areas with competent feedback
Companies in the Region of Zealand, who wish to develop new products or new
services in the bioenergy sector
The company must be situated on Zealand and must work with technologies which
lie within the research area of Risoe
Work hours
€ 3 million
Regional
http://www.risoe.dtu.dk/?sc_lang=en
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3.23 Short Cut to New Knowledge
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria
Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Through Short Cut to New Knowledge companies can obtain funding for buying
services from research institutions, either private or public. The purpose is to
increase the number of SMEs, who cooperate with research institutions.
The offer consists of two phases:
Phase 1: Formulation of the project and initiation of the development project
Phase 2: Funding for further development and anchoring in the company of the
innovative cooperation with the research institutions
The participating companies can obtain new knowledge, which should lead to a
positive business development
SMEs
The company must be situated in the Central Denmark Region and must not
previously have had cooperation with research institutions
50% co – financing (a maximum of € 6,724 for each phase) for both phase 1 and 2,
either in the form of work hours and/or capital
€ 6.4 million – the program is currently closed for admittance of new companies
Regional
http://genvejtilnyviden.au.dk/

3.24 Spin – off Factory
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies in the Region of Southern Denmark can get support and inspiration for
developing ideas, which are not the core competence of the given company. Spin –
off Factory can assist with creating contact to researchers from the University of
Southern Denmark and potential investors, so the idea can develop into a new
business
Development of a project idea into a new business/company
Access to research networks, project management and venture capital
SMEs
The company must be situated in the Region of Southern Denmark or must be
prepared for starting a spin – off in the region. The company must be an SME.
There must be a need for research based knowledge to develop the business case.
The company must supply the necessary resources, such as key staff, production
capacity etc.
No limit
Regional
http://spin-off-factory.dk/
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3.25 Transition to Increased Growth – Energy
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies in the Region of Southern Denmark can obtain funding for projects
within the energy business area
The funding can be used for utilisation of existing scientific, technological and/or
commercial knowledge with the purpose of developing new production methods
or optimising already existing methods
Access to new knowledge and optimisation of production methods
Optimised output of the opportunities, which are currently existing in the cleantech
business area
Companies in the Region of Southern Denmark
The company must be part of a network with a minimum of five other organisations,
such as other companies, research institutions etc. The parties must not have
common business areas.
The project must have an effect on the targets for the Region of Southern Denmark
in 2012, including 10% growth within offshore and energy systems and an 50%
increase in energy efficiency in the horticultural sector through development and
implementation of new technologies
Co – financing in the form of work hours and/or finances
€ 27.7 million (in total from the European Regional Development Fund)
Regional
http://vaekstforum.regionsyddanmark.dk/wm221075

3.26 VAEKSTmidt Accelerator
The offer

Outcome for the
company

Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Companies with growth potential in the Central Denmark Region can go through a
regional development program with the purpose of gaining access to knowledge
and capital resources to strengthen the company for future growth. Funding is
provided for up to 300 hours of consultancy from an external consultant
Access to knowledge and capital, which can be an important part of developing the
company and ensuring future growth. The companies will be able to develop well –
defined market and growth strategies and establish international networks, which
can accelerate international growth
SMEs
Primarily companies with 5 – 249 employees, which have existed in minimum three
years and which have a significant export potential and with primary sales out of the
region. Furthermore, an annual growth potential between 5 – 15% measured by
turnover, export value or value increment. The company must be situated in the
Central Denmark Region
Work hours and co – financing of 50%
€ 16.3 million
Regional
http://www.vaekstmidtaccelerator.dk/page.asp?pageid=682
The project is partly financed by the European Union European Regional Development Fund
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3.27 VF Venture
The offer

Outcome for the
company
Target group
Criteria

Contribution from
the company
Total amount of
the initiative
Level
Link

Through VF Venture newly established companies with potential for international
growth can achieve investments from Vaekstfonden. The main focus areas are IT,
medico, cleantech and industrial technologies. The investments range from €
672,430 – 3,362,202.
The opportunity to get access to investment capital and, thereby, strengthen the
company and future development
Newly started companies
The company must have the potential for a strong position internationally and must
have a high degree of innovation embedded in the business
There must be a well – defined business plan and the company must have a return
on investment equal to the investment risk
Possibly other investors
No upper limit
National
http://www.vf.dk/For%20virksomheder/VF%20Venture

4. Other important players in technology development in Denmark
An important part of the business service structure in Denmark is furthermore the local business service
offices, which can provide general counselling to companies. In relation to business and technology
development there are several multiplier organisations and public and private investor organisations, which
can assist with access to funding. Furthermore, there is an Advanced Technology Group, which consists of
nine private technological institutes, whereof at least two work with the agricultural and bioenergy sector,
namely AgroTech and the Danish Technological Institute.
The public venture capital organisations in Denmark are CAT Innovation A/S, DTU Symbion Innovation A/S,
Innovation Midtvest A/S, NOVI Innovation A/S, Syddansk Teknologisk Innovation A/S and Oestjysk
Innovation A/S. A few private organizations also exist, including Agro Business Innovation A/S, which
focuses on technology development within agriculture and food production.
The Innovation Network for Biomass, which is a state funded innovation network, is also an important part
of technology development in manure management. The members in the network can get access to
researchers, funding and potential business partners through the network, which also arranges B2B events,
seminars and workshops.
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5. Conclusion
In retrospect there can be little doubt that the relatively strict regulations combined with funding focused
towards environmental technologies have provided a good exit point for development of technologies for
manure management in Denmark. A close cooperation between research and business has also provided
businesses with knowledge, they would otherwise not have been able to use in their technology
development and marketing. The structure of the agricultural advisory service is also relatively centralized
with one large organization and a number of small private advisory services. This means that the
counselling services and knowledge, which are offered to the farmers, are relatively uniform and originates
in the same organisation, compared to countries where the advisory sector is more diffuse.
It is expected that Denmark will continue to have a strong focus on environmental regulation in the
agricultural sector and if the new recommendations from the Nature & Agricultural Commission are
implemented in the legislation, this will create an even larger incentive for companies to engage in manure
and nutrient management technologies.
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This report in brief

About the project

The purpose of this report is to give a short overview of
the current manure management technologies in Denmark and provide companies with an overview of the
support mechanisms and incentives, which currently exist to stimulate innovation in manure management technologies. It describes the political strategies, access to
counseling in innovation and entrepreneurship and access to finance on a national level.

The Baltic Sea Region is an area of intensive agricultural
production. Animal manure is often considered to be a
waste product and an environmental problem.

This report on Incentives and support mechanisms was
prepared as part of work package 7 in the project Baltic
forum for Innovative Technologies for Sustainable Manure Management (Baltic Manure).

The long-term strategic objective of the project Baltic
Manure is to change the general perception of manure
from a waste product to a resource. This is done through
research and by identifying inherent business opportunities with the proper manure handling technologies and
policy framework.
To achieve this objective, three interconnected manure
forums has been established with the focus areas of
Knowledge, Policy and Business.
Read more at www.balticmanure.eu.

www.balticmanure.eu

Part-financed by the European Union
(European Regional Development Fund)

